
2023 TokenMinds Cannabis Web3 
Solution

Providing projects with the solution for a full
Cannabis branding, marketplace development, utilizing blockchain 
technology.  Drive your farm business to blockchain industry, a real 
brand, and get more exposure worldwide!
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THE PROBLEM

Branding
We noticed there are many weed farms, and growers in the States, Canada, 
and part of Europe region while there is not a systematic solution for 
building up the branding for cannabis market due to the limits of industry, 
audience on boarding, etc.

Loyalty 
Engendering loyalty is a pervasive exercise for brands at every stage of the customer 
journey, even post-purchase, and acquiring new customers is costly. Via NFT 
solution, your business can expand your target market to web3 to gain more users 
and via integrating with the innovative blockchain technology, it helps to gain loyalty 
and motivate your members to adhere to your business.

Transparency
Players have to part with their personal information which is usually stored 
on servers where security level is unknown. This exposes user information 
to cyber theft and lack of transparency.



THE SOLUTION

  NFT E-commerce
The use of NFTs in eCommerce is rapidly growing, as retailers and 
eCommerce companies are finding new ways to incorporate NFTs 

into their existing business models. By using NFTs to track and verify 
the authenticity of products, eCommerce companies will be able to 
improve transparency and reduce the risk of fraud. This will lead to 

better customer trust and increased sales and enter the web3 
market and reach to more audience for branding exposure.

Bridge IRL Products with NFT
The NFTs can be connected to the phitical products such as the 

strains, seeds, weeds planters, which can be integrated with any 
loyalty system, rewarding, privileges, VIP structure, etc. Via the 
connection between real products and NFT, it helps to build the 

brand with a IRL product backed for the NFT projects to increase 
the loyalty program quality and performance.

Metaverse (Gallery)
In this day and age where every business is digitised, it comes as 
no surprise that people would also want art pieces to be shown 
online. 3D virtual galleries and the metaverse have a big role to 

play in this growth, they are expanding the art space in more ways 
than imaginable. A gallery with displaying of NFTs for your 

members, as well as staking, rewarding solution to combine with 
the solution can increase your brand awareness and your member 

loyalty significantly.



On Chain Solution Advantages

Anonymity

Protect buyers/users’ data to 
prevent hacking to ensure the 

anonymity and safety.

Transaction Speed

Enable higher speed deposits 
and withdrawals of the 
purchasing experience.

Financial Security

Prevent  the risk of hacking by 
cutting out third-party 

involvement in financial 
transactions.

Blockchain Solution

Full onchain marketplace 
development to attract crypto 
and NFT audiences that aiming 

for decentralized online 
cannabis platforms.



MAIN FUNCTIONALITIES

Allow deposit of 
crypto token as 

form of purchasing.

Smart Contract to manage 
e-commerce solution as 
well as integration with 

IRL products.

NFT Marketplace 
with randomization 

feature.



Steps to Setup NFT 
E-commerce/Marketplace

Designs

Development

Integration

Testing and Deployment
NFT design, marketplace 

design, to reflect different 
weeds to NFTs, as well as 

unique design for 
marketplace

1. Smartcontract 
development

2. Marketplace 
development

Crypto Wallet, fiat 
payment gateway, Pinata, 

and IRL products 
database integration with 

NFT editions

Platform testing, and 
smartcontract testing and 
deployment on mainnet.



NFT Design Samples



Metaverse Sample



NFT MARKETPLACE SYSTEM 
DEVELOPMENT

Integrating Metamask so users can 
interact with the smart contract through 
Web3 to bet with their tokens and claim 
any rewards.
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Smart Contract Development Metamask Integration

Metadata generation including rarity 
algorithm, royalty fees. Integration of 
Metadata with NFT Marketplace backend 
files.

Metadata Integration
Integration of IRL products filtering and 
purchasing as well as the NFT marketplace 
functionalities. Ensure the expandable dev for 
future development.

E-Commerce Dev

EVM based smart contract to provide the 
dApp casino functionality in a decentralised 
way, including betting tokens  and claiming 
rewards with mobile responsive design,  SSL 
security and AWS hosting.



PLATFORM ARCHITECTURE

MetaMaskSmartContract

Offchain Backend

Stripe Payment 
for Fiat

MarketPlace



OUR PACKAGES

Basic NFT E-Commerce Package

$26,000
Basic Metaverse Dev Package

$16,800

Metaverse Environment Dev

Assets Displaying in Metaverse

User Interaction Development

3D Landscape (Gallery) Designs

Metamast Integration

Daily Support & Weekly Reporting

One Month After Deployment Support

Website UI Design

Website Front End Development

Website Back End Development

MetaMask Integration

Daily Support & Weekly Reporting

One Month After Deployment Support



2023 THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION!
Please feel free to contact us if you have any questions. 
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